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Surviving metal bridges utilizing rivets have construction dates ranging from the middle of the 19th
Century through around 1970. The fact that rivets were used in metal bridge construction for over 100
years, and that bridges built using rivets (many well over 100 years old) survive today suggests that
rivets are both a safe and functional fastener type. However, engineers and government officials are
often not convinced by this evidence alone, and have often claimed that the only way to rehabilitate a
historic metal bridge is to use bolts or welds whenever rivets are replaced.
Historic bridge expert Vern Mesler, working in cooperation with Lansing Community College (LCC), has
for several years directed research and hosted conferences related to promoting riveting as a viable
restoration method. Information about the conference is at
http://www.lcc.edu/manufacturing/welding/ISPCConference/ and information about Mesler’s research
is at http://www.historicbridgerestoration.com/
Mesler and LCC have also similarly promoted other techniques for in‐kind restoration of historic metal
bridges, which aims to preserve original materials and design to the greatest extent possible. This
approach to preservation is in best keeping with the spirit of the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation, which outlines general concepts for the preservation of historic structures, although it
does not outline specific suggestions for bridges.
Riveting is not a “lost art” as some uninformed engineers and government officials claim. Indeed, the
truth is exactly the opposite. Enough companies willing and capable of riveting exist to allow for an
increasing number of states to not only complete preservation projects involving riveting, but to do so
after entertaining multiple competitive bids for riveting and other in‐kind restoration techniques. Since
most prime contractors in a state do not specialize in riveting, companies specializing in riveting and in‐

kind restoration are often called out in the special provisions of a contract proposal to allow a prime
contractor to contact these companies for a bid as a subcontractor for the restoration and riveting work.
Some of the states that have recently completed bridge projects involving riveting include Michigan,
Indiana, Texas, and Ohio. Additionally, Pennsylvania just this year awarded its first modern‐day contract
that specifies riveting.
The following link includes a video showing the riveting process.
http://www.historicbridgerestoration.com/restorationmedia/video1.htm
Ohio Department of Transportation has developed some guidelines for riveting in bridge projects:
http://goo.gl/g6n1jx

New rivets driven on the base of a truss bridge end pos. Photo Courtesy Nels Raynor, Bach Steel

The State Street Bridge in Bridgeport, Michigan was restored in‐kind and made extensive use of riveting.

The Pierceville Bridge in Pennsylvania is scheduled to be relocated and restored using new rivets during
the restoration process.

A historical advertisement showing a pneumatic rivet hammer. Modern rivet hammers are very similar.

Driving rivets for a new top chord cover plate on a truss bridge.

A historical advertisement showing a pneumatic holder‐on.

Historical chart showing various rivet sizes offered by the Bethlehem Steel Company.

Historical article showing different head shapes for rivets. The button head is the most common type
used on bridges.

Historical photos of various types of shop riveters. Rather than use hand‐held pneumatic riveters, these
much larger hydraulic riveters were often used in the shop.

